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About This Game

You wake up among the trees. Your head hurts and it's cold here. You see you bag on the grass, you pick it up, empty... All this
feels like a bad dream. But it's not a dream.

Idea
Do you remember those horror flash games? Early quests? Well this is the idea.

Nowadays everyone wants to sell games with ultra-high graphics, which requires a lot of DLC to get a well-made game.
But we want to bring you a story. A story that you can feel without super graphics or paying a lot of money. We want you to go

through the game interested and thrilled.
We hope you like this game, so we could encourage ourselves to make the second part.

Hints
A bullet can save you or trap you, use it wisely!

If you're confused about the story, maybe you can find an answer in a chest.
Your actions may lead you to a dead end.

Don't forget to save, there is no autosave (old times!)
Don't be afraid to start over again.
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Excellent game, short & immersive. A lot of people seem to like this game, and if you do, that's awesome. But overall, I have to
say I didn't like it. The best thing about the game is the artwork. The visuals rank high on the creepiness factor, but the riddles
weren't very challenging and gameplay was a little buggy for my taste. If you are a fan of jump scares, then by all means play
the game, but as a fan of puzzlers, the lack of challenge on the puzzles kind of killed it for me. I honestly wish there was a
middle ground ranking for this game because I would choose that option. It wasn't bad, just not high on my list of games I'd ever
revisit or play.
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